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Let this season be the nation. Let this season be the nation. Let this season be the nation. Let this season be the nation. Let this season be the nation. Let this season be the nation. Let this season be the nation.

Let us join our hearts together with those far and with those near, let us live this gentle moment in each moment, not just...
The season then can bring an end to strife:
The season then can bring an end to strife.
The season and the reason are the answer to each prayer.
The season and the reason are the answer to each prayer.

Son and the reason are the answer to each prayer,
Son and the reason are the answer to each prayer,
in all seasons, for all reasons, we must
in all seasons, for all reasons, we must
live this gentle moment, in each moment, not just
live this gentle moment, in each moment, not just

c sluggish bells

a bit slower broader tempo

a bit slower broader tempo

here, not just here
here, not just here
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